Textura® WOOD - RECYCLED

Textura® WOOD - Recycled is an interlocking wood strip tile panel made from post-industrial recycled wood that immediately creates a modern line and clean look to any surface applied.

PRODUCT OPTIONS

Made from recycled wood from the millwork industry

- Large interlocking panel format for simple installation
- Matching accessories available
- Thin profile for pre-existing installations or limited space
- Easy adhesive based installation

STYLES, SIZES AND FINISHES:

- Mossy Maple, Rustic Maples, Midnight Maple, Walnut, Cuban Oak
  - Size: 13.5” x 53.5” (approx. 3/8” thick)
  - Finish: UV-cured urethane

- "Jungle Mix" (Light, Medium, Dark)
  - Size: 12” x 60” (approx. 3/8” thick)
  - Finish: 100% Natural Oil

CUSTOMIZATION:
Available in other select species and colors based on certain minimums

ACCESSORIES:
A full line of matching accessories is available including base board, electrical outlet frames, and trim

Full CSI spec and more information can be downloaded from our website: www.TexturaWall.com
Please contact your rep or Textura Wall with any questions.

www.TexturaWall.com (303) 544-6076 info@TexturaWall.com
PRODUCT DETAILS

Composition: Recycled, post-industrial, by-product wood
Construction: Solid strip material laminated onto ply core
Moisture content: Approximately 6 percent at maximum.
Certifications: FSC-certified
Flammability (per ASTM E84):
  Flame Spread: 76 to 200
  Smoke Developed: 0 to 450
Warranty:
  Residential: 5-year structural and 25-year finish
  Commercial: 5-year structural and 25-year finish

Sustainability Story

Reclaimed wood is processed wood that is retrieved from its original application for purposes of subsequent use, and therefore does not require traditional harvesting for procurement.

Wood is a renewable resource that absorbs carbon from the atmosphere during its growth cycle. When the material is used in flooring, carbon remains stored there, keeping it out of the atmosphere.

Using reclaimed stock material creates value out of something that would otherwise have little to no value, while also creating American jobs in the process.

At the end of its service life, wood can be re-purposed or used for fuel, while other materials prove to be highly impractical and expensive to reuse.

LEED POINTS

MR 4  Recycled Content
IEQ 4.4  Low-Emitting Materials
ASSOCIATED POINTS APPLICABLE BASED ON INSTALLATION:
IEQ 4.1  Low-Emitting Materials: Adhesives & Sealants
IEQ 4.2  Low-Emitting Materials: Paints & Coatings

Full CSI spec and more information can be downloaded from our website: www.TexturaWall.com
Please contact your rep or Textura Wall with any questions.

(303) 544-6076  info@TexturaWall.com